Council Elections Planned
Petitions Are Now Available

A special Election will be held November 19 for one member of the Ticker Association and five members of Student Council. Petitions are available for all six posts; they are due this Friday at 3:00 p.m. in Room 418 Student Center.

The Council seats are Vice President Class of '69; Representative Class of '70; Representative Class of '72; and Freshman Representative. The Ticker Association seats are President Student Council; and Secretary Student Council.

The current student members of the Ticker Association are Sanford Goldstein and Richard Backer. The current Freshman Representative is Joseph Burwell.

The Board of Higher Education has offered the United Cerebral Palsy Foundation $1.6 million for the R.C.A. building on the former owners of the building (the Brouse Realty Co.) and $3.75 million for the R.C.A. building for a 13 year leasehold. (R.C.A. has subsequently paid $1.0 million to the former owners of the building.) The U.C.P. offered a list of all charities to which it has donated over $100,000,000.

The Bernard M. Baruch College Dinner last month. In addition to the Commemorative Dinner Porter Chandler, Chairman of the Board of Education said, "In its 50 year history, the Bernard M. Baruch College has deservedly achieved an outstanding and unique reputation. Its graduates have distinguished themselves in business, in public administration, and in academic posts throughout the country."
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Wollman Lecture Will Be Held In George Washington Hotel

By Tony Schmidt

Mark this down on your social calender, all you aspiring non-entities. On Tuesday, November 14, at 8:30 p.m., the Brooklyn Center of the American Association of University Professors, the Baruch College President’s Office, the Baruch College Student Government, the Baruch College Student Branch of the American Association of University Professors, and the Baruch College Council are hosting a special lecture by The Rev. E. Dewey. He has led the exciting Congress of the United States under President Thomas Jefferson. The lecture will be held in the plush Regency Room of the George Washington Hotel, 200 Park Avenue, at 8:30 p.m. in the Brooklyn Center of the American Association of University Professors, 200 Park Avenue, at 8:30 p.m. in the Brooklyn Center of the American Association of University Professors.

SPECIAL ELECTION PETITIONS NOW AVAILABLE

CLASS 69 - Non-Voting Member

CLASS 70 - Delegate

CLASS 71 - Delegate

CLASS 72 - Delegate

CLASS 73 - Freshman Executive

Ed. Society Talk On College Affiliation

The study of New York City's educational system, with special emphasis on the role of the New York City Board of Education, will be undertaken by Dr. Joseph Saxe, former chairman of the Board of Education. The study will be undertaken by Dr. Joseph Saxe, former chairman of the Board of Education. The study will be undertaken by Dr. Joseph Saxe, former chairman of the Board of Education. The study will be undertaken by Dr. Joseph Saxe, former chairman of the Board of Education. The study will be undertaken by Dr. Joseph Saxe, former chairman of the Board of Education. The study will be undertaken by Dr. Joseph Saxe, former chairman of the Board of Education. The study will be undertaken by Dr. Joseph Saxe, former chairman of the Board of Education.
Student Center Policy

BY HERBERT GOLDMAN

Of late, there has been considerable student criticism of Mr. Barrett, the Student Center manager, and of Mr. Schermer, the Student Center Director, as so much, that TICKER decided to talk with him and find out what was happening. The result of our discussion was:

TICKER: Mr. Barrett, how do you see your role as Director of the Student Center?

BARRETTA: I have received complaints from student groups in the Center, which is that I am not following their directions. I feel that my role is to make sure that the Center is safe and that the students are satisfied with the services provided.

TICKER: What are some of the challenges you face in your role?

BARRETTA: One of the biggest challenges is keeping up with the changing needs of the students. The Center is a hub of activity, and it is difficult to anticipate all the demands that will arise.

TICKER: Are there any specific policies or rules that you enforce?

BARRETTA: Yes, I enforce the policy that students must be accompanied by a staff member when in the Center to ensure safety. I also enforce the policy that students must be respectful towards each other.

TICKER: How do you ensure that the Center is a safe environment for all students?

BARRETTA: I have a staff of trained security personnel who monitor the Center 24/7. I also have a system of alarms and cameras to ensure safety.

TICKER: What about the students' complaints about the keys to the Center's rooms?

BARRETTA: The professional staff members are still discussing the issue. It is important to keep the number of students with keys down, as there are fire laws and we cannot allow too many students in one room.

TICKER: Is it true that the student aid, when he is working, is a student first?

BARRETTA: No, the student aid is a staff member when he is working. He is responsible for managing the Center's activities and ensuring the safety of the students.

TICKER: How do you address the issue of students using the Center as meeting places by the members and that they will only, to keep the number of students with keys down. (Continued on Page 11)
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Student Group Performs In Baruch Marble Lounge

Small Circle Of Friends performed for anyone who wished to attend. The concert was eight hours long. Two rooms were set aside for the groups, Craig Witham and Joe Orff, which consisted of fifteen or twenty persons each.

The following groups performed:

Craig Witham, who opened the show,

Joe Orff, who performed after Craig

The groups were playing for three or four months, and they have been performing for more than a year. Their music is a combination of rock and roll and classical, with some free improvisations. They are under the leadership of Bob Prentis, a baritone saxophone player, and are interested in music that is free and experimental.

The Harris poll, commissioned by the Peace Corps, was conducted in the fall of 1968 and indicated that 21 per cent of all college students had volunteered for the Peace Corps.

Peace Corps Director Predicts Campus Action

WASHINGTON—Peace Corps Director, George McGovern, today predicted that student activists who want to work for the federal government in the Peace Corps will continue to gain more influence on college campuses this school year. The director said he expected the student movement's desire for social change to influence student activism on college campuses.

According to Mr. McGovern, the student movement is an outgrowth of the Vietnam War and the resulting protests on college campuses.

Mr. McGovern said that the student movement's influence on college campuses would continue to grow as long as the war in Vietnam continues. He said that the student movement's influence on college campuses would continue to grow as long as the war in Vietnam continues.

He also said that the student movement's influence on college campuses would continue to grow as long as the war in Vietnam continues.
At times I become frustrated with my fellow man. I am, therefore, not likely to be as accommodating to you as I normally would be in my discussions with you. Because of your personal concern, I will not make it to the M.I.T. letter to the editor section. The addition you pointed out in the letters to the editor section is where the discussion on Bigotry was held. It is unfortunate that we have been following the Board of Higher Education's plodding efforts to understand the point of view of ex-people who are sensible enough to see just what is occurring.

We have been following the Board of Higher Education's plodding efforts to understand the point of view of ex-people who are sensible enough to see just what is occurring.

The fact that the point of view of ex-people who are sensible enough to see just what is occurring...
Dear Mr. Sturm:

In his column of October 29th, Mr. Lemelle begins by saying that the Baruch College is a mission which involves ur­ban affairs. Mr. Lemelle!,

I submit to you this letter in the belief that you have not given this mission its due. I would like to draw Mr. Lemelle's attention to the fact that the Egyptian Revolution is not a matter of concern only to the Egyptians. It is a world-wide event, and it involves all of us. The Egyptian Revolution is a battle for freedom, a battle for democracy, a battle for justice. It is a battle for the very survival of human rights. Mr. Lemelle, I urge you to help us. This is a battle that we must all fight together.

In addition, although in last Wednes­day's column you referred to the Combined Iranian Students' Association, I believe that this association is not a legitimate one. It is a group of revolutionaries who are working to overthrow the Iranian government. I do not believe that the Baruch College should support such an association.

Mr. Sturm, I urge you to reconsider your position on the Egyptian Revolution and the Iranian Students' Association. I believe that the Baruch College should support the struggle for freedom and justice, and not support groups that are working to overthrow governments.

Sincerely yours,

[Signature]

Student of the Baruch School, Mr. Sturm.
Barretta: ... with the Center's student aids, concerning dress regulations, you tell them that if they mind, they should have made up their minds before coming to the Center. That's the way I do it, if they don't like it, forcing you to wear new clothes. Please continue.

RABBITA: I don't think I said that. Only that we will not have you here if you don't feel like it. It still has things been affected. Note the aids were already in touch and that the purpose you discussed their grievances and make them their complaints heard.

TICKER: What other things have you planned for the Center?

BARRETTA: Mrs. Lockheed is involved in programs whereas my job is mostly operational utilization of space, cleaning, and so on. I want to concentrate on the utilization of space here at the Center. I want to make room arrangements easier for the students. I'll try out some time and I am sure if their requests are channeled through the center, they may have better arrangements made up.

TICKER: What qualifications do you feel are required of a Center Director?

RABBITA: A feeling for people you are working with. On all levels. You should be flexible in the way you react to the ground and maintain a feeling for change.

TICKER: Do you feel that BARRETTA: Yes, I received an MA at NYU in management and I worked in the NYU Student Center.
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New Management Welcomes All Baruch Students On November 6, 4:45 Grand Opening.

We're Off To All Baruch Students Presenting This Ad.
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Mythology Of The Morass

By: G.M. Baker

The growing number of Americans who are finding themselves as they deliberate about the confusion of what is acting on their election year. Part of the solution is to vote for the vote in the interest of the American Way by the students on Nov. 4. Instead of voting the game and interest here in the United States of America instead of trickery and irresistibility of a few political parties, they have consistently attempted to, to get your ticket in the election, and have seen the twofold in order to vote. The list is quite large of candidates for state and local offices, many of the same public figures that have been in office for many years. We are not all the same. We are not all the same. We are not all the same.

LEAVING SOON?

Bob Grant's moving up to make room for you at Chase Manhattan Bank.

We're just as proud of the man who has trained his staff at Chase Manhattan Bank as we are of the man who has trained his staff at Chase Manhattan Bank. He's a great guy, and he makes the grades—whether for him or for you. We're looking forward to your opportunity as you join our staff. Your hard work will be realized as you make your mark at this distinguished financial institution. Your current job will become a stepping stone to a rewarding career.

The MANHATTAN BANK

N.Y

Letters to the Editor

Professor Alexander

Dear Professor Alexander,

I was extremely disappointed to learn that your book, "The Government," would not be published in its entirety. I would not be surprised if a few of the more sensitive passages were cut, but I am shocked to learn that the whole book would be omitted. I feel that the book is important and that its omission is a great loss to the readers.

Sincerely,

John Smith

The Editor

The Editor

Dear Mr. Smith,

Thank you for your letter regarding the publication of "The Government." I appreciate your concern and understand your disappointment. I assure you that the book will be published in its entirety in the next issue. I hope you will be satisfied with the final result.

Sincerely,

Professor Alexander

The Editor

To The Editor

In The Department of History, I read with interest your recent article on the influence of the Renaissance on the development of modern democracy. I would like to comment on this topic and suggest some further analysis.

Sincerely,

Jane Doe

The Editor

The Editor

Dear Jane Doe,

Thank you for your letter. I appreciate your interest in my article and your suggestions for further analysis. I will take your comments into account as I continue to research this topic. I look forward to hearing your thoughts on future articles.

Sincerely,

Professor Alexander

The Editor

To The Editor

Dear Professor Alexander,

I was very interested in your recent article on the influence of the Renaissance on the development of modern democracy. I would like to contribute to the discussion by pointing out some important aspects of the topic that were not covered in your article.

Sincerely,

John Smith

The Editor

The Editor

Dear Mr. Smith,

Thank you for your letter. I appreciate your input and encourage you to continue to participate in our discussions. I will consider your points as I continue to research and write on this topic.

Sincerely,

Professor Alexander
The We want Reggie, we want Reggie chant, usually heard at the Garden near the goal line of a Rangers game against a Western Division team has lost its luster. It is foolish. Just as foolish is the fact that Coach Bloom-Boom Gifford heeds it all to often.

The "Reggie" referred to is, of course, Reg Fleming, the Ranger wing who wears number nine, formally worn so proudly by Andy Bathgate.

Fleming is no longer cute; he is a liability on the ice. His performance last Wednesday night against Pittsburgh at the Garden was just ludicrous. Consider the facts.

The Rangers were trailing Pittsburgh, 2-0, midway through the opening period when their opponents were given a second chance to score on a power play. That gave the Rangers an opportunity to do his duty and whistle him off the ice, Reg Exploded.

Winning minutes to play into the penalty box—I blew his whistle as high as he could. He threw his stick onto the ice and when he had the audacity to do his duty and whistle him off, the Ice exploded.

After reluctantly moving into the penalty box—he blew his whistle as high as he could. He threw his stick onto the ice and when he had the audacity to do his duty and whistle him off, the Ice exploded.

Fleming is no longer cute; he is a liability on the ice. His performance last Wednesday night against Pittsburgh at the Garden was just ludicrous. Consider the facts. The Rangers were trailing Pittsburgh, 2-0, midway through the opening period when their opponents were given a second chance to score on a power play. That gave the Rangers an opportunity to do his duty and whistle him off the ice, Reg Exploded.

Within nine minutes to play into the penalty box—he blew his whistle as high as he could. He threw his stick onto the ice and when he had the audacity to do his duty and whistle him off, the Ice exploded.

Reggie was good for the Rangers upon his arrival here. At that time this was a club which played to win. It was a club which was not expected to win, one which threw its fans to see Vic Hadfield versus Henry Richard, not Rangers versus game. Now that has changed. Reggie has become a top hockey club, second only to Montreal. The world is won, the goal (not dream) is Stanley Cup and unfortunately Reggie's release, a product of progress, should be forthcoming.

Grad School... (Continued from Page 4)

Students made up 3.8 per cent this year.

In the crunch the draft failed to materialize this fall. For one thing, draft calls begin in July were made two weeks before that of the previous years. And they will stay that way until January when the President announces the call. As hearings are to be held, the President announced that he had learned that he had been charged with a 10-minute misconduct penalty and a game misconduct penalty, he tried to

The chant went up. Unfortunately, it was responded to by the crowd. How about you?

The "Reggie" referred to is, of course, Reg Fleming, the Ranger wing who wears number nine, formally worn so proudly by Andy Bathgate.

Fleming is no longer cute; he is a liability on the ice. His performance last Wednesday night against Pittsburgh at the Garden was just ludicrous. Consider the facts. The Rangers were trailing Pittsburgh, 2-0, midway through the opening period when their opponents were given a second chance to score on a power play. That gave the Rangers an opportunity to do his duty and whistle him off the ice, Reg Exploded.

After reluctantly moving into the penalty box—he blew his whistle as high as he could. He threw his stick onto the ice and when he had the audacity to do his duty and whistle him off, the Ice exploded.

Within nine minutes to play into the penalty box—he blew his whistle as high as he could. He threw his stick onto the ice and when he had the audacity to do his duty and whistle him off, the Ice exploded.

Reggie was good for the Rangers upon his arrival here. At that time this was a club which played to win. It was a club which was not expected to win, one which threw its fans to see Vic Hadfield versus Henry Richard, not Rangers versus game. Now that has changed. Reggie has become a top hockey club, second only to Montreal. The world is won, the goal (not dream) is Stanley Cup and unfortunately Reggie's release, a product of progress, should be forthcoming.

Basketball Team Beats John Jay In scrimmages

On Tuesday, October 28 the fledgling Baruch College Basketball Team scrimmaged the John Jay College of Criminal Justice squad. Although the outcome was a lopsided victory—ideally speaking the Baruch Offense was not executed to perfection—Baruch freshmen were allowed to play; whether this policy will be pursued in the John Jay season play has not, as yet, been determined.

As always, the playmaking argument of the season was an aggressiveness shooting center. Mark Posner, though slowed by a knee injury, was an aggressive shot blocker. Most Valuable Player Gil Fishman was outstanding. Larry Andrews, who scored out of Baruch's two backcourts and Kevin Flanagan tallied constantly on corner jump shots, Coach Wolfe has been the backcourt play of Soph Dan Hoffman, who did not play last year. The varsity possesses a number of superior backcourt performers.

Sammy Beats Phi Delta Pi

In a hotly contested intramural game held in Cunningham Park, Sigma Alpha Mu echoed out an 8-6 victory over Phi Delta Pi. The game, which extended into an overtime period, was marred by mistakes made by both teams which resulted in a number of broken plays and interceptions.

Sammy drew first blood when Robbins Mike split end Steve Sobel with a touch- down-producing bomb. Intercep- tion by Howie Mendelsohn. Ter- ced series of downs, Phi Delt end Jerry Syrup broke away from his defender and made a clutch touch- down grab to deadlock the game.

At the end of the overtime period, the tilt resumed. Both teams appeared to be tired, and the offenses stalled.

Blood Drive Due Soon

The semi-annual Blood Drive will be held on Thurs- day, November 21st from 10 A.M. to 9 P.M. in the Oak and Marble Lounges of the Student Center. On that day, you, the students, faculty, and administration of Baruch will be called upon to give about 20 minutes of your time, and a pint of blood for the worth of all causes saving human lives.

No matter what your political views may be, if you care about your fellow man, you will take advantage of this opportunity to give of yourself in the most unselfish way. The Drive is sponsored by the Inter-Fraternity Council in cooperation with the American Red Cross.

He gave last time. How about you?